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Abstract  

Location-based games invite players to have new forms of meaningful social 

interactions with others and provide opportunities for players to engage with 

their own neighbourhood’s public space. Earlier research on user 

requirements for such games have identified seven different activity types that 

have proven to initiate social interaction and capture real life exchanges for 

meaningful play-based social experiences. Yet, current understanding on what 

makes these games successful in such endeavours is still insufficient. This 

study furthers current understanding on the effects of location-based games 

for social interaction in local communities: it studies the forms of social 

interaction that the previously identified seven types of game activities elicit 

by analysing the nature and types of the exchanges they trigger. Based on this 

analysis, a design framework is proposed to 1) analyse existing location-based 

games and describe the forms of social interaction they trigger, and 2) help 

practitioners design new game activities that target specific forms of social 

interaction. This contributes to the enhancement of current understanding on 

the impact that these games can have in local communities, and on the way 

they can be better designed and used to promote social exchanges that are 

desired by players. 

Keywords: Location-based; Digital; Games; Social Interaction; Public Space; Design 

Framework. 

1 Introduction  

Digital location-based games (LBGs) are a relatively new type of game that distinguish 

themselves from traditional ones [1]: they expose players to the real world and invite them 

to both actively engage and interact with their physical surroundings through digital 

technology [2]. LBGs invite new forms of play that are based on a blend between digital 

and physical environments, where the real surroundings of players are involved in a “fun” 

and “serious” way [3-11]. Their ability to merge the fictitious and the real environment of 

players make them a very capable tool to address existing societal challenges in a unique 

way [12]: they invite players to have meaningful social interactions with others, and provide 

opportunities for players to engage with their own neighbourhood’s public space. 

Meaningful interactions have shown to provide a means to approach diversity and help 

address local levels of resilience, which carries the potential to impact players’ sense of 

belonging in local communities and influence their local cohesion [11, 13, 14]. 

The way LBGs can best sustain and mediate such meaningful social exchanges in local 

communities is being researched but is still at an early stage. On the one hand, researchers 

argue that for individuals to experience meaningful play-based social experiences, these 

need to be designed around players’ preferences and desires [11, 15]. Yet, common practice 
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in game design is still not participatory in nature: methods exist for end-user involvement 

[9, 16-22], but the development of such games is often based on ideas generated during in-

house brainstorming by game designers [21], from insights found in the literature, or on a 

designer’s/developer’s personal experience [23-27]. On the other hand, although the 

potential of LBGs to promote meaningful social interaction has been recognized [23], 

knowledge on the implications for the design of such games is limited. From a technical 

perspective, the way such games have been created resembles a trial and error approach, 

where LBGs designed are put to test to validate previously made design choices and 

assumptions from game design practitioners [11]. Current research does not agree on 

guidelines for the design of games for specific behavioural change such as social interaction 

[28-31] or playful behaviour [32]. Knowledge at various levels is lacking and has yet to be 

brought together in cohesive guidelines, ranging from game design and design patterns [33-

36], to game worlds and the game components and processes needed for very specific 

gameplay [1, 9, 11, 15, 16, 26, 37], and to the technical implications for system functionality 

[11, 14, 15, 38] and architecture [1, 37, 39, 40]. These are issues that hinder practitioners 

in the development of LBGs that can successfully invite players to social exchanges of 

quality, given that existent guidelines are disperse, not cohesive, and are mostly not based 

on what players want and prefer playing.  

This paper addresses some of the knowledge gaps identified: the 1) lack of 

understanding about the relationship between game design choices and their probable 

implications; and 2) the lack of knowledge on how best to design for social interaction that 

matters to local neighbourhoods. It contributes with knowledge relevant to these issues by 

leveraging on what is known about types of activities that players wish to play in location-

based games [14, 38], and the theory of social interaction. These insights lead to the 

characterization of the forms of social exchanges that the known types of activities that are 

preferred by adolescents and adults are expected to trigger: do physical exertion (Athlete), 

propose creative solutions (Inventor), search for factual knowledge (Detective), engage 

with the neighbourhood and random people (Explorer), find specific people or objects 

(Hunter), create artwork and share it (Artist), and contribute towards a better community 

(Volunteer) [11, 14, 15, 38, 41].  

With such analysis, the following research question is asked in this paper: can a 

theoretical design framework be proposed to describe the forms of social interaction 

that specific user-centred game ideas are expected to trigger, and be used in practice? 

In addressing this question, this study aims at proposing a theoretical design framework to 

1) analyse the forms of social interaction that existing LBGs trigger, and 2) help 

practitioners design new game activities that target specific forms of interaction. This study 

validates the proposed design framework and presents a research design where adolescents 

are exposed to their neighbourhood and co-design content for LBGs in the future. The 

resulting game ideas of the case study are then analysed to understand the applicability of 

the design framework in describing the several forms of social interaction contained in the 

participants’ ideas.  

Section 2 covers the current State of the Art on existing guidelines on how to prepare 

LBGs for social interaction in public space, as well as preparing games for specific 

behaviour. Section 3 presents a definition of social interaction and a characterization of the 

forms it can manifest, presents the previously researched seven types of activities that are 

central to this study, and proposes the design framework that is based on these. Section 4 

presents the research design used to put the design framework into practice, and analyses 

how practical the proposed design framework is on actual game ideas for LBGs. Sections 

5, 6 and 7 discuss findings, present limitations, and conclude the article. 
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2 Background 

Existing research on games is vast and spread across numerous game genres and aspects. 

This background section focuses on 1) what is known so far about game design guidelines 

and requirements that can be used to design a game specifically for social interaction in 

public space, and on 2) existing theory on game characteristics leading to specific behaviour 

(such as social interaction) through games. This background check is relevant to understand 

what is known about the effects that games can have both for individuals and local 

communities through interaction-based playful experiences, how games have been prepared 

to trigger such social exchanges, and to highlight current gaps in knowledge. 

 

2.1 Guidelines and requirements specific to social interaction  

Beyond the work developed by the authors on player-centred activity types for social 

interaction in LBGs (section 3), there are only a few design guidelines or “design 

implications” that can be associated to LBGs designed specifically for the promotion of 

social interaction in public space. A few studies come close to this by focusing on famous 

LBGs [42] and their social impact [43, 44], which offer “design implications” on social 

outcomes that can have a direct effect on social interaction [44-46]. These are centred on 

what players have informed, and include the design recommendations: using points of 

interest and walking to instigate social dynamics [45], and using any localised multiplayer 

game mechanic (e.g., trading and raids) to support social bonding [46]. These design 

recommendations seem to be untested, though, and stem uniquely from the most famous 

LBGs (e.g., Pokémon Go and Google Ingress). This means these studies lack support and 

are limited by the design space offered by the selected games. 

Beyond the studies identified above, the reminiscent literature does not offer gameplay 

requirements that focus specifically on this type of game, and for the mentioned social 

interaction. Standard practice for the creation of commercial games is to deploy a play-

centred development approach: the early-stages of requirements elicitation and game 

conceptualization are done “in-house”, and future players are only involved to play-test the 

game. As result, tacit knowledge on the game creation is not made explicit and is not 

publicly available [47]. Most design recommendations stem either from literature [23-27, 

48-54], game analyses [9, 45, 55-57], or the making experience of designers in the field 

[18, 24, 58-60], and spread across types of games that are mostly different from LBGs: 

mobile games in general [9, 16, 26], serious games [51, 61-63], movement-based 

exergames [18, 24, 25, 60, 64-68], online gaming sites [69], electronic computer games [23, 

52, 57], mobile multiplayer (AR) games [49, 50, 56, 59], massive multiplayer online games 

[70], non-digital multiplayer games [53], and AR (augmented reality) indoor-based games 

[17, 27, 58, 71]. Most of the work does not specifically target LBGs for social interaction 

in public space, nor are they based on what players would like and desire to play (they are 

play-centric versus player-centric) [45, 47, 68, 72, 73]. An exception exists, where player-

centred guidelines for online social interaction are offered [69].  

Even though this is the case, such literature still contributes to better comprehending 

the different ways that interaction has been triggered in the most varied studies. Even 

though the most conveniently deployed way of interaction in games is digital [51], 

researchers consider that out-of-the-digital-game communication is key for outdoor-based 

play [56], and that social interaction can be seen as a purposeful bilateral communication 

that is either stimulated (required by the gameplay) or natural (emergent) [53]: stimulated 

communication can be triggered via mechanics such as (a)synchronous 

competition/collaboration, whereas natural face-to-face communication can emerge 

through meta-gaming (activities parallel to the main game) [9]. For play in the outer world, 

research suggests balanced gameplay between the digital and the real world is 

recommended [26, 27, 59], and proposes that social interaction is best triggered when 

involving play settings allowing for the full range of exchanges between people (players or 
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not) [17, 23, 48]. Further tacit recommendations are in line with the inclusion of players of 

different generations and tangible objects, as they enable novel play experiences that have 

the power to expand what is currently known about interaction [58]. Yet, exceptions exist 

to such tacit knowledge and must be considered in isolation, e.g., in case of citizen’s 

impairment [63]. 

This paper argues that such body of research (even the one on LBGs) does not focuses 

on LBGs promoting social interaction, nor does it focus exactly on social interaction. 

Research covers guidelines, requirements, and recommendations for the most varied topics, 

which can be associated to but are not exactly on LBGs for social interaction (e.g., exertion, 

impairment, education of social skills, and indoor gameplays with stationary media). Even 

though relevant knowledge is starting to appear (e.g., on tensions of design for social 

outcomes), the lack of guidelines for social interaction in public space, together with mostly 

non-player-centred insights, are issues that hinder the proper development of LBGs that 

trigger meaningful social experiences. An LBG that fails to expose players to the forms of 

social interaction they are most comfortable experiencing will struggle in engaging users 

[41]. This is particularly relevant when the motivation for such games is strengthening local 

social cohesion and sense of belonging in a player’s local community [13]. 

 

2.2 Designing games for social interaction as specific behaviour 

Research has actively been trying to study the strategic applicability, usefulness, and impact 

of specific design choices on games, and particularly on those developed for serious 

purposes, as these can have positive and negative effects on players [74]. Knowledge 

gathered includes the values that designers should have in mind when designing games for 

purpose [74-80], the applicability of games in specific domains [81-83], and design 

recommendations for serious games to be built for specific domains that are most often 

successful [44, 64, 84, 85]. Research has also focused on the values that are important for 

serious games and gamified tools, which range from traditional usability goals such as 

efficiency, learnability, good utility, and ease of use [74], to values such as fun [75], play 

and playful experiences [76, 77], motivation [78], emotional fulfilment [79], and learning 

[80]. Games have been successfully used to impact players and invite them to experience 

specific behaviour change ranging from citizen engagement with their surroundings [41], 

to behavioural change (e.g., in entertainment, competition, or education) [43, 81, 86]. Even 

though not targeting social interaction in public space, the numerous arrangements of game 

elements and more complex game components have led to motivational and behavioural 

changes (such as graphics, rules, storylines, or levels) [87, 88], and comprehension on what 

drives player engagement is slowly emerging [44, 45]. This does affect social interaction, 

and such knowledge does contribute to an understanding of individuals and their 

relationship with games, that assists researchers in understanding how to keep designing 

games for individuals to relate socially with one another and engage with their surroundings 

[11, 89].  

Still, the lack of understanding about games and the relationship between design 

choices  implications is substantial. Despite decades of efforts done to 1) demystify 

games, 2) their impacts on players, and 3) what game components work for given purposes 

[74, 75, 88, 90-92], it is still unclear how to best design for specific behavioural change or 

outcome [11, 15, 81, 93]. No agreement exists on whether, for example, a game with 

specific characteristics (e.g., a violent game) leads to specific player conduct (e.g., being 

violent) [81, 94-97]. This is an issue, as preparing game-based experiences for meaningful 

social interaction in public space is person-dependent, and mandates consideration of the 

impacts that certain design choices have in local communities [11, 13, 15, 38, 41]. For 

example, studies cover social interaction in games only as digital/face-to-face but fail to 

provide an in-depth analysis on the forms that such social exchanges can have. Such gap in 

current knowledge hinders practitioners in tailoring gameplay experiences around desired 

social outcomes, as they do not fully understand the dynamics their game design choices 

trigger, and how these can best be used. 
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3 Theoretical framework to design for social interaction in LBGs  

In this section, we describe the process of theoretically deriving a design framework to 

describe the forms of social interaction in LBGs. It starts off by defining the construct of 

social interaction used in this study and characterizing the nature and types of interaction 

that LBGs enable. Then, it analyses and proposes a theoretical association between user-

centred activity types for LBGs fostering social interaction, and the respective forms of 

social interaction they are expected to promote. With this analysis, the section derives the 

design framework that is presented in Figure 2.  

The method used to produce the theoretical design framework is that of research 

through design (RtD) [98-100], as a way to construct the truth (the description of social 

interaction) from different viewpoints (the theories associated to social interaction, with 

identified user-centred forms of play afforded by LBGs) [98].  

 

3.1 Definition of social interaction 

The definition used in this research for social interaction is “a social exchange between 

individuals”, i.e. a dynamic and reciprocal exchange of social actions and reactions [101]. 

These exchanges are defined as “social processes” that contain several characteristics (e.g., 

purpose, repetition, structure, direction, and quality). Interaction can happen between 

oneself (intrapersonal), person to person, person to group, and between groups: the 

intrapersonal interaction is seen as having zero degree of social interaction (i.e. social 

isolation), whereas the other forms of social interaction (between 2 or more 

individuals/groups) display different degrees of intensity of social exchange [14, 102]. The 

forms of social interaction are defined in the literature based on their nature, and type. 

 

3.2 Nature of social interaction 

The nature of social interaction is defined by literature as focused (i.e., people with common 

goals, e.g., a group) and unfocused (i.e., no common goal, no familiar or common aspects, 

even during the process of interacting) [102-106]. Definitions used in this research for 

focused and unfocused interaction are the ones originally published by Bartis [102] and 

Goffman [107, 108]: 

“Focused interaction is interaction in a group of persons that have a common 

goal. These persons may have been familiar with one another in the past or 

they may become familiar for the first time during their focused interaction 

(e.g.  a group of students studying together for a final examination)“ [102]. 

 

“Unfocused interaction includes neither a common goal nor such familiarity 

even during the process of interaction. In fact, the interacting persons may be 

unaware of their interaction (e.g. interaction between pedestrians who avoid 

disastrous collisions by following traffic etiquette and regulation)“ [102]. 

3.3 Types of social interaction 

Literature argues that social interaction occurs through several types of exchanges 

(synthesis offered in Figure 1) [101, 102, 108, 109]. Social interaction often refers to face-

to-face encounters, but it is also common for interaction to be remotely mediated through 

digital communication via technological artefacts [101, 110]. Both fall within the symbolic 

type of communication, as they communicate through symbols (either images/icons, or 

language as a structured exchange of symbols) that bear meaning to the interlocutors.  

The symbolic type of communication, together with interaction through physical 

actions such as for e.g., fighting or touching, fall into the direct type of exchange: they can 
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occur synchronous or asynchronously, use multiple channels (e.g., voice, or the form of 

speaking – paralanguage), but they occur directly between the interlocutors interacting 

[111]. Alternatively, interlocutors A and B can also interact through the involvement of 

intermediary people, which propagate the message from A to B. These fall within an 

indirect form of interaction, as direct interaction occurs between the intermediaries, but no 

direct interaction between A and B. Mode detailed coverage on social interaction and 

related concepts can be found in [102, 108, 109, 112]. 

 

  
Figure 1. 1Types of Social Interaction [14]. 

 

 

3.4 Player-centred activity types for in-situ social interaction in 

LBGs  

From the understanding of user requirements at the functionality level [11, 13-15, 38, 40, 

41, 113-115], the authors studied the sort of game play activities that LBGs should offer 

(game content). After several case studies that tested LBG prototypes and researched which 

activity designs appeal best to players [38, 41, 114], seven types of activities were identified 

that capture the forms of play that players - both adolescents and adults - want to experience 

in their neighbourhoods and with others: Athlete, Inventor, Detective, Explorer, Hunter, 

Artist and Volunteer [14, 38]. In another case study [14], these activity types were shown 

to initiate social interaction and capture the real life exchanges that players require for 

meaningful play-based social experiences [11, 14, 15, 38, 41]:  

 

• Do physical exertion (Athlete);  

• Propose creative solutions (Inventor);  

• Search for factual knowledge (Detective);  

• Engage with the neighbourhood and random people (Explorer);  

• Find specific people or objects (Hunter);  

• Create artwork and share it (Artist);  

• Contribute towards a better community (Volunteer);  

 

Table 1 displays the definition of each activity type: 
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Table 1. 1Types of activities for LBGs for social interaction [14, 115]. 
Type Description 

Artist 

This type of activity requires players to design artwork in and about their 

neighbourhood, based on creative processes individually or collaboratively. Such 

artwork might be abstract and personal or collective and represents a creative 

expression about the player’s neighbourhood. For example, creating a song or 

musical performance (rapping), writing a poem, or storytelling. 

Athlete 

This type of activity requires physical activity to be solved. The activity can be 

solved by either doing a specific challenge requiring physical action (e.g. engaging 

with at least five people for a given purpose), or by varying the quality of the 

performance itself (e.g. see who can finish the free-running the fastest). 

Detective 

This type of activity requires finding information and answering questions about 

factual knowledge related to the surrounding environment. Players have to search for 

information in their neighbourhood, such as asking people about local heroes 

depicted in tiles in the footpaths in their neighbourhood. 

Explorer 

Players are required to explore their neighbourhood, i.e. by learning and 

comprehending more about their own neighbourhood and the people who live there. 

Activities of this type might include discovering the origins of a neighbourhood. It 

might lead players to an unknown point of interest of the neighbourhood (e.g., an old 

building, a local initiative) and ask them to engage with random people to discover 

its origins. 

Hunter 

The behaviour elicited by this type of activity is linked to finding specific type of 

people or objects, as opposed to finding random people. Hunter is about finding 

tangible things that can be human, animal, or an object. For example, finding the 

person responsible for the community centre to ask what types of activities can be 

done there. When such people cannot be found at a given time, players can find ways 

to still address the challenge (e.g., finding a QR code attached to the community 

centre explaining exactly what they would like to ask the person). 

Inventor 

Inventor type of activity requires players to propose new ideas to address an issue in 

the neighbourhood. Players in this type of challenge may explore interventions for 

their neighbourhood and explore opportunities to increase the liveability of their 

neighbourhood. Examples of this activity are possible interventions to change their 

neighbourhood, designing a new playground, or a new colour scheme for the 

location. 

Volunteer 

Players are invited to contribute towards the community and are incited to help others 

or contribute to the quality of life in the neighbourhood. An example of an activity 

of this type is picking up trash at a specific location to make a nice piece of art with 

it and taking a picture of it to publish in the media of the local community, before 

the trash is collected. 

 

 

3.5 Conceptual analysis: types of location-based game activities and 

promoted social interaction 

Given the nature and types of social interaction presented in the literature, and the 

description of the location-based activity types from Table 1, it is possible to argue about 

the possible forms of social interaction that these activity types enable (below). Based on 

these, this paper proposes in Figure 2 a visual design framework that depicts this theoretical 

association: 
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Figure 2. 2Design framework: location-based activity types and their interaction. 

 

Figure 2 is based on the following type-based analysis: 

 

Artist: 

Ideas fitting this type of activity are expected to invite players to do activities together 

with the group, thus having a common purpose (focused interaction). Interaction within a 

group of players can be both indirect and direct. On the one hand, indirect interaction can 

happen because indirect means are used by the first interlocutor to communicate (e.g., 

drawing, poetry), a means that which will likely be converted into meaning by a second 

unknown interlocutor. On the other hand, direct interaction occurs when players of these 

activities perform, i.e., during a joint performance (physical action). Direct interaction also 

happens via symbolic communication, that is materialised in both verbal (talking while 

performing) and non-verbal (the way people perform) communication, both face-to-face. 

 

Athlete: 

Ideas fitting this type of activity are expected to involve doing an activity within a 

period, with potential exertion, and with/against others. The ideas for activities fitting this 

type are both focused and unfocused: a number are to occur within a competing group 

(focused), with a common goal (often involving competition); and a number contain goals 

(e.g., finding under 1 minute …) that are fast paced and do not really set a “stage” for the 

interlocutors to get to know one another or share an overall goal (unfocused). All the ideas 

within involve direct interaction between both a group of players and passers-by in the 
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neighbourhood, and potentially involve physical actions (e.g., touching/grabbing) and the 

use of verbal and non-verbal communication during face-to-face encounters. 

 

Detective: 

Ideas of this type of activity are expected to require players to find specific information 

and investigate a specific topic about the neighbourhood. These activities are all focused in 

nature: the person interacting has to find specific information. The type of interaction is 

direct and is mostly based on face-to-face dialogues (verbal) and the way these are 

conducted (non-verbal). 

 

Explorer: 

These activities are expected to invite players to engage with both the environment and 

the people in it, thus providing both focused and unfocused interactions. Focused 

interactions occur in the activities where there is a clear goal (e.g., finding what can be done 

by talking to …). In turn, unfocused interactions can also occur with this type, when 

activities are not so clear in purpose (e.g., collect information about the neighbourhood, or 

interview people about what they do). With both focused and unfocused, players engage 

directly with both the group (e.g., coming up with ideas for …) and with passers-by (e.g., 

interview people), which use face-to-face verbal and non-verbal language. 

 

Hunter: 

The ideas fitting this type are expected to invite players to find specific objects around 

the neighbourhood or ask about specific information to passers-by. The nature of this 

interaction is focused: players have an objective to find specific information or objects, 

even when talking to strangers. Communication is symbolic and can occur in two ways, 

either digitally, or face-to-face. Digital communication occurs when players must find 

given objects that can contain messages left by another unknown person (e.g., a QR code 

displaying text, or a picture linked to the activity). In turn, face-to-face communication 

occurs when players engage with passers-by to find information and solve the activity, in 

situations where both verbal and non-verbal types of interaction can occur. 

 

Inventor: 

Ideas fitting this type are expected to address problems, to for example provide more 

options to share information across citizens and improve the neighbourhood. The nature of 

the interaction is focused, as there is a clear goal (proposing ideas), and it occurs through 

indirect and direct means. Similar to the type Artist, indirect means are used by the first 

interlocutor to propose new ideas that are likely to be interpreted by a second interlocutor 

not known à priori by the first one. Direct communication, on the other hand, happens in 

activities where players solve/perform an activity together, that can include both physical 

action (e.g., while sharing the same canvas) and symbolic communication during face-to-

face exchanges. The latter can, in turn, be verbal (e.g., discussing ideas), or non-verbal 

(e.g., the design itself can contain symbols). 

 

Volunteer: 

The ideas fitting this type are expected to promote a focused and unfocused exchange: 

focused, because there is a goal among players competing; and unfocused, because the 

volunteering act in the neighbourhood can set up dialogues with passers-by that are random 

(e.g., someone asking what players are doing and why). These exchanges also may require 

indirect and direct communication. On the one hand, indirect communication happens 

when a player contributes to the community including people in that community: caring 

about the neighbourhood through actions sends an indirect message to other members of 

the community saying that that specific person minds him/herself about the good upkeep of 

the environment, which in turn can have a cascading effect. On the other hand, direct 

communication happens between 1) a group of players competing to win an activity, and 

2) passers-by. A group of people who perform this activity together can physically interact 
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with one another while performing (physical action). At the same time, this type of activity 

also promotes face-to-face dialogues both between players and strangers, who use verbal 

and non-verbal cues to communicate. 

4 Evaluating the proposed design framework  

The previous section offers a theoretical design framework in Figure 2 and details it through 

a type-based analysis. This section explores the research question posed in this article: can 

a theoretical design framework be proposed to describe the forms of social interaction 

that specific user-centred game ideas are expected to trigger, and be used in practice? 

It does so by presenting an experimental design to explore the validity of the theoretical 

framework, by eliciting user-centred game ideas and analysing in practice the forms of 

social interaction these ideas invite.   

This research question focuses on describing forms of social interaction objectively via 

a theoretical framework, but because social interaction is a social phenomenon that can be 

complex [101, 102, 116-119] to objectively identify through traditional research methods, 

this research uses a post-positivist approach [120]. Such approach advocates for empirical 

studies producing observations and measurements to be interpreted by more than one 

researcher, so that manifestations of larger patterns can be identified and bias mitigated 

[121, 122]. Given that the knowledge this study centres itself on comes from users, a 

participatory design approach is followed [123, 124] with adolescents as design partners 

[22]. Adolescents and researchers co-designed ideas together in a co-located manner, by 

having researchers exposing adolescents to their own neighbourhood and having them 

propose ideas for game activities they would want to play in their neighbourhood and with 

others. The results of this research design are a set of game ideas, which, given their nature, 

are then analysed by multiple researchers in the forms of interaction they invite.  

 

4.1 Participants and location 

64 young adolescents (10-11 years of age) in the overall area of Feijenoord and Tarwewijk, 

Rotterdam, NL, from 3 different classes of a primary school in the area (Christelijke 

Basisschool De Akker) participated in this study in the context of their technology 

curriculum. The group was balanced in terms of gender, and, according to their teachers 

and the school director, representative of the local neighbourhood with respect to ethnicity 

(very diverse). Dutch was the only language used. 

 

4.2 Procedure 

Each of the 3 classes of students participated in the workshop over a course of 2 days. On 

the first day, two researchers visited the class of students to brief them about the context of 

the research (on location-based games for social interaction tailored to their 

neighbourhood), to provide them with examples of activities that could be played, to 

explain that 3 routes would be walked a week later, and to provide them with a hand-out 

with exercises with which they could prepare: to find more information on the 

neighbourhood and its local history (e.g. by asking their parents). They were told that their 

ideas would be implemented in a LBG for them to play later. They were also handed consent 

forms for both participants and data collection, to be signed by their legal guardians/parents 

to be returned to school prior to the second day of the workshop (a week later). 
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Figure 3. 33 Routes used: 1 (top left), 2 (top right), and 3 (bottom). 

 

On the second day of the workshop the class was split up into smaller groups of 4-6 

adolescents each (by the teachers), with at least 2 researchers and one teacher for each. In 

total, 9 groups participated. Each group was randomly assigned to one of the 3 predefined 

routes. These 3 routes (Figure 3) were on average 1.4 kilometres long, around the school 

(with start and finish points at school), and participants walked their assigned route for a 

period of up to 1 hour and half. Each group was tasked to propose gaming activities en route 

to be included in an LBG later. Lastly, on return to school, participants were asked to reflect 

on their experience, again briefed on what would happen to their ideas (i.e. to be included 

in an LBG prototype – later called the Secrets of the South [115]), and reminded that a few 

months later the researchers would come back for them to test their ideas in a gameplay 

session (see [14]). The two days per class were held sequentially. 

 

4.3 Method and data collection 

When walking each route, the teacher and researchers were responsible for guaranteeing 

that the young adolescents would stay on route, participating in, and fostering, debate on 

what participants found interesting to do and where, and writing observations down on 

paper. Each participant was assigned an initial role: interviewer (asking questions to 

people), photographer (taking pictures), note taker (writing down ideas), recorder (audio-

record interviews), and navigator (keeping the group on track). Participants could change 

roles throughout the route, to try new tasks and maintain engagement. Data collected 
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consists thus of observations made by researchers written down on paper, writings of 

participants, audio recordings, and photos. 

 

4.4 Data processing and analysis 

Data collected was then processed through a 2-step approach that produced one list of 

specific game ideas desired by the participants to play in their own neighbourhood. As a 

first step, transcriptions of the audio recordings collected by the adolescents were analysed 

by 2 Dutch-speaking research staff, who annotated the ideas of gaming activities proposed. 

As a second step, the researchers associated the annotated ideas with the writings of the 

participants, and, when available, with the pictures taken. This step increased understanding 

of the data produced by participants (which was not always comprehensible, e.g., in writing, 

or ideas expressed), and to curate the data into a list of gaming ideas. The result was then 

translated to English by the researchers. This produced a list of game ideas that the 

participants of the workshop would like to play in their own neighbourhood, and that is 

made available to the reader as supplement material to the article. All game ideas focused 

on collocated play and need to be considered in the specific context in which they were 

produced. 

 

4.5 Research design results 

The research design produced 56 game ideas related to the locations where the participants 

walked. One theme that appears within these ideas is related to improving the environment: 

ideas such as “coming up with a colour scheme for the square”, “collect the most litter”, or 

“increase the amount of lights” at the location”. Another theme is trivia questions: “how 

long does the school exist”, “how high are the apartments”, or “how many schools are 

there”. A theme of open-ended investigation is found as well: “… measure, ask the 

residents…”, “there is a tube on the ground, what kind of water goes through it”, or “why 

did they built it and when”. Physical competition and challenge are themes strongly present: 

“the person who collects …. wins”, “race and play … together”, “running against each 

other”, or “how many challenges can you do within one minute”. The supplement material 

to this paper provides the full list of game ideas produced by the research design. 

 

4.6 Analysis of research design results  

The ideas for game activities of the previous section are subjected to further analysis to 

understand whether the theoretical design framework can properly describe the social 

interaction mentioned in each of the participant’s game ideas. The analysis aims at 

answering the research question: can a theoretical design framework be proposed to 

describe the forms of social interaction that specific user-centred game ideas are 

expected to trigger, and be used in practice? Such analysis is composed by three steps, 

that are detailed in the protocol of analysis below. Supplement material to this paper 

includes the data files used in this analysis. 

 

Protocol of analysis 

To answer the research question, three steps are used to analyse the results of the research 

design. The first step focuses on classifying each game idea into the types of activities that 

the framework refers (Artist, Athlete, Detective, Explorer, Hunter, Inventor, and 

Volunteer). The second step separates the game ideas involving social interaction from the 

ones having no interpersonal interaction. These two steps have the purpose to identify game 

ideas that are compatible with the design framework. The third step applies the design 

framework to the game ideas identified in step 2 to describe the social interaction they 

contain. 
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The categorization of the game ideas (steps 1 and 2) and the analysis of the game ideas 

and their interaction for the design framework (step 3) was performed independently by 

two authors of this article. After the independent analysis, the results were compared and 

differences were discussed with the third author of this article, to jointly capture the most 

accurate meaning of the ideas expressed by the participants. When perspectives varied, the 

third author would untie the vote. 

In step 2, the analysis identifies game ideas containing interaction compatible with the 

design framework (i.e., social interaction), by using the following criteria: 

 

a. Assess whether the ideas mention involving other people or having some game 

dynamic (e.g., comparison, competition) with other people.  

 

b. Assess whether the proposed game idea can be done purely individually, or whether 

it could involve (in)direct social interaction. If social interaction can occur but is a 

mere remote possibility, then the game idea is categorised as not involving social 

interaction at large. Even if some ideas could be executed while involving others, 

that is not the way they come across. 

 

In step 3, both researchers applied the design framework to describe the social 

interaction of the game ideas identified in step 2, to observe its practical applicability. 

 

 

Step 1: Categorization of game ideas into activity types  

The results of the research design (provided as supplement material to the article) are 

digested in Table 2 and Figure 4. The categorization and distribution of the participants’ 

game ideas across the location-based activity types are as follows:  

 

Table 2. 2Categorization of game ideas by location-based activity types. 
Activity 

Types 
Game Ideas Count 

Artist 9, 12, 35, 37, 43, 44, 55, 56 8 

Athlete 18, 20, 26, 27, 31, 41, 42, 49 8 

Detective 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 24, 25, 32, 33, 36, 38, 39, 40, 45, 47, 50, 51, 53, 54 21 

Explorer 10, 11, 28, 29, 30, 34, 48, 52 8 

Hunter 13, 21, 23, 46 4 

Inventor 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 22 6 

Volunteer 3 1 

 

 
Figure 4. 4Distribution of game ideas across activity types. 
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Step 2: Game ideas compatible with the design framework 

Many ideas produced by participants focus on intrapersonal interaction (i.e., having no 

social interaction), and therefore cannot be fitted with the proposed design framework. 

Table 3 shows the distribution of the same game ideas in terms of the interaction they 

involve: as involving some sort of social interaction (social interaction), and as involving 

no social interaction (intrapersonal interaction). 

 

Table 3. 3Sort of interaction involved in each game idea. 
Interaction 

Involved 
Game Ideas 

Total 

(%) 

Social 

Interaction 

2, 3, 6 ,7, 8, 9, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 35, 39, 41, 42, 46, 

47, 56 

41.1% 

Intrapersonal 

Interaction 

1, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 

38, 40, 43, 44, 45, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55 

58.9% 

 

Game ideas that can be categorized as “intrapersonal interaction” are not directly 

compatible with the proposed design framework for social interaction, and therefore outside 

the scope of this framework. Such ideas can be executed by the player him/herself with no 

social contact, even in the scenario of encountering no person on the street.  

 

Step 3: Applicability of the design framework  

For all game ideas categorised as having social interaction in Table 3, the proposed design 

framework can be used to describe the forms of social interaction they trigger. None of the 

game ideas included interaction types that had not been covered, and that would thus require 

the theoretical design framework to be extended. For the game ideas involving some sort 

of social interaction, the analysed interactions that are produced by the design framework 

are shown next with the following scheme:  

4Ideas fitting this type and involving social interaction (Ideas), and 

Characterization of social interaction: focused interaction (F), unfocused 

interaction (UF), indirect (IN), direct (D), physical action (PHA), symbolic 

communication (SYM), face-to-face communication (F2F), digital 

communication (DIG), verbal (V) and non-verbal (NV). 

Artist: 

 
Ideas Characterization of social interaction 

35, 56 F | D | SYM | F2F | V 

9 F | D | SYM | F2F | NV 

 

 

Athlete: 

 
Ideas Characterization of social interaction 

20, 27 F | D | PHA | SYM | F2F | NV 

41, 42 F | D | PHA | SYM | F2F | V | NV 

 

 

Detective: 

 
Ideas Characterization of social interaction 

7, 8, 25 F | D | SYM | F2F | V 

19, 39, 47 UF | D | SYM | F2F | V 
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Explorer: 

 
Ideas Characterization of social interaction 

28, 29 UF | D | SYM | F2F | V  

 

 

Hunter: 

 
Ideas Characterization of social interaction 

13, 46 UF | D | SYM | F2F | V 

21 F | D | SYM | F2F | V 

23 F | D | SYM | F2F | V | NV 

 

 

Inventor: 

 
Ideas Characterization of social interaction 

2 UF | D | SYM | F2F | NV 

6 F | D | SYM | F2F | V 

22 UF | D | SYM | F2F | V 

 

 

Volunteer: 

 
Ideas Characterization of social interaction 

3 F | D | PHA | SYM | F2F | NV 

5 Discussion  

This paper contributes with knowledge relevant to the identified gaps by leveraging on what 

is known about the types of activities that players wish to play in location-based games, and 

the theory of social interaction. This knowledge consists of seven types of activities that 

contain the forms of interaction and exposure that adolescents and adults prefer to have in 

the public space of their neighbourhoods. This research strengthens these findings by 

proposing a theoretical analysis on the forms of interaction that the seven location-based 

activity types can foster, and by describing a research design to explore its validity in 

practice. The research question posed by this article is: can a theoretical design 

framework be proposed to describe the forms of social interaction that specific user-

centred game ideas are expected to trigger, and be used in practice?  

The elaborated research design provided meaningful results: not only has it provided a 

pool of specific game ideas that were co-created by the participants themselves and that can 

be characterized by all the seven activity types previously found [11, 15, 38, 41], but it also 

enabled an analysis that could answer the research question affirmatively. The fact that the 

seven activity types could describe all the 56 activities produced by the adolescents is a 

good indicator in itself of the usability of the framework. For the participants’ game ideas 

involving some sort of social interaction, the proposed theoretical design framework could 

be used to describe and detail the forms of social interaction that such ideas contain and be 

used in practice. For the participants’ game ideas with intrapersonal interaction (i.e., no 

social interaction), the framework cannot be used directly: this design tool is meant to 

describe social interaction, which is inexistent in such ideas. For the game ideas involving 

social interaction, the design framework can describe the forms of social interaction that an 

idea will invite future players to have and can do that for all the collected ideas.  

This contributes directly to the knowledge gaps identified earlier: the 1) lack of 

understanding about the relationship between game design choices and their probable 
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implications; and 2) the lack of knowledge on how best to design for social interaction that 

matters to local neighbourhoods. This paper argues that the design framework of Figure 2 

is a tool that can be used by practitioners to 1) analyse existent LBGs that implement the 

mentioned activity types in the forms of social interaction they trigger, and 2) help 

practitioners design more deterministic location-based game activities that target specific 

forms of interaction. It advances current knowledge on the forms of interaction that each 

type of activity is likely to promote, by providing a theoretical bridge between the gameplay 

offered by the activity types and the forms of interaction they are expected to promote in 

public space. When involving social interaction, activities can promote a gameplay with a 

clear (focused) or unclear (unfocused) goal for the interaction, which, in turn, can occur in 

a direct or indirect way depending on whether indirect means of expression or 

communication are used. In the cases where social interaction occurs in close encounters 

(directly between interlocutors), it is further categorised into several types: involving 

physical interaction (physical action), symbols (e.g., language, signs), and other forms of 

communication present in face-to-face exchanges (verbal, and non-verbal) or digital ones 

(e.g., asynchronous messages). 

Looking more closely to the design framework of Figure 2 and the developed research 

design, it can be observed that the types Inventor, Hunter, Detective, and Artist offer 

activities that are clearer in purpose and guide social interaction both within a group of 

players and passers-by, whereas activities of the type Athlete, Explorer, and Volunteer 

involve less purposeful engagement with people on the street. The types Artist and Inventor 

include examples of activities where players are invited to draw or express an idea for 

improvement of the environment in which they live. The activities of type Volunteer also 

promote indirect interaction, but in such cases the interaction is indirectly communicated 

through giving an example of behaviour. In direct interactions: the types Inventor, 

Volunteer, Artist, Athlete invite players to do activities with physical exchanges (e.g., 

touching, grabbing); the type Hunter is the only type that includes examples of activities 

involving explicit digital communication; and all types of activities with face-to-face 

interaction, may afford verbal and non-verbal exchanges (or both). 

With the proposed framework, not only LBGs can be better designed and used by 

practitioners to promote a gameplay that is desired by players, but also target this playful 

behaviour to specific social exchanges most fitting to a specific neighbourhood. This 

contributes to more focused research in the future on the exploration of the impacts that 

LBGs for social interaction can have in local communities and their social resilience. This 

design framework also underlines the different forms of activities that adolescents prefer to 

play in public space, which is confirmed by the results of the elaborated research design. 

6 Limitations 

This case study explores a research question with young adolescents in the areas of 

Tarwewijk and Feijenoord in Rotterdam, NL. The first limitation of this study is that the 

findings are based on the preferences of these participants, the playfulness that the involved 

physical environment affords, and further research should be conducted to generalise 

findings both regarding different locations and other participants of the same target group. 

Another limitation is the fact that there was an association between previously found types 

of location-based activities and the forms of social interaction supported by the literature. 

It is possible that future research reveals more types of activities, or that the preferences of 

users change for example in function of time (different generations) or place (different 

countries), which, in turn, produce new location-based activity types. Nonetheless, the 

findings of this case study, even though tested only in the studied target group, have a strong 

theoretical foundation that are not weakened by these limitations. 
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7 Conclusion 

This article leverages on existent understanding on both 1) theory of social interaction, and 

2) knowledge on types of activities for location-based games, to propose a design 

framework for the characterization of the forms of interaction that such activity types 

promote. These activity types sum up current understanding on the activities that players – 

both adolescents and adults – wish to play in their own neighbourhood, and they are 

extended in this article with the theory on the forms of social interaction they are expected 

to promote. 

This paper puts this theoretical design framework to test in a participatory-design 

workshop with adolescents in Rotterdam, NL. In this workshop, future players became co-

designers on the sort of playful behaviour they want to experience in their own 

neighbourhood. The co-designed ideas for game activities are then subjected to an analysis 

to understand how the forms of social interaction that the produced game ideas contain can 

be described and detailed by the proposed framework. As result of this analysis, this paper 

shows that the proposed design framework can be used to detail game ideas that are co-

designed by future players in the forms of social interaction they trigger. The proposed 

design framework can be used to 1) analyse existing LBGs in the forms of social interaction 

they trigger, and 2) help practitioners design new game activities that target specific forms 

of interaction. This enhances the current understanding on the impact that LBGs can have 

in local communities, and on the way LBGs can be better designed and used to promote 

social exchanges that are desired by players. 

Future work can enhance this study with more case studies that are designed to 

practically experiment and observe the several forms of interaction that different location-

based play activities trigger, to compare them with the proposed design framework. Such 

future work can reveal if and how adolescents’ preferences change regarding the game 

dynamics desired by them, or if they tend to be similar/the same. The authors argue that all 

the lessons learning about gameplay requirements are important and indicate to a varying 

extent what players of different target groups would like to experience in LBGs for social 

interaction. Still, future work can reveal other predominant game dynamics, especially if 

other ethnicities, gender balances, and cultures are accounted for. 
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